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Abstract

A document class for typesetting stageplay scripts is described.

1 Usage

The document class $\texttt{plari}$ behaves like the standard document class $\texttt{report}$ except that (a) the sectioning commands $\texttt{section et cetera}$ do not work and (b) paragraphs are separated, not indented.

In addition the following macros are defined: $\texttt{\newact}$ starts a new Act, $\texttt{\newscene}$ starts a new scene, $\texttt{\setting{\langle describe setting\rangle}}$ starts a new scene and describes the new setting, $\texttt{\repl{\langle speaker\rangle}}$ begins a new line of dialogue, spoken by $\langle \text{speaker} \rangle$, and $\texttt{\paren{\langle note\rangle}}$ typesets a parenthetical note.

*This document describes $\texttt{plari.dtx}$ version number 19981102-CTAN dated 1998/11/02.